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Strengthened logistic services for imported
products in Narita area
- Launched Narita Fashion Logistics Center II -

TOKYO NOHIN DAIKO Co., Ltd. (TOKYO NOHIN DAIKO) in the SENKO Group has launched
“Narita Fashion Logistics Center II (Narita FLC II) in Tomisato, Chiba on May 11, 2016.
Serving as a core member of SENKO Group in the fashion logistics business, TOKYO NOHIN
DAIKO has developed a business dedicated to apparel logistics, winning major customers including
apparel manufacturers and department stores. This newly-launched Narita FLCII is a large-scale
fashion logistics center, 4 stories high above the ground and with gross floor area of 40,900 ㎡.
As many of brand products imported by TOKYO NOHIN DAIKO’s customers are shipped by air,
and the needs for the inland area as a business location is high from the perspective of BCP
(Business Continuity Plan), TOKYO NOHIN DAIKO positions Narita area as a logistics hub for
imported brands and has launched “Narita Fashion Logistics Center I (Narita FLC I)” in May last year
in the vicinity of the new center.
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With this launch of Narita FLC II, a logistics hub with total gross floor area of 120,000 ㎡ is
developed together with Narita FLC I and the existing “Narita Center” (Tako-machi, Chiba), which is
located within a 30-minute distance by car from Narita International Airport.
Narita FLC II with a bonded warehouse can shorten the time-to-market, or lead time by taking
advantage of its location adjacent to the international airport, and like Narita FLC I, provide a
consistent service from quality management service including product inspection and care labelling,
to storage and delivery.
In addition, hazardous material storage area and licensed cosmetics and quasi-drugs
manufacturer area are available to respond to various needs from customers. As TOKYO NOHIN
DAIKO deals in high-end brand products, it takes all possible security measures including entry/exit
management using an IC card and manned security.

[Overview of the facility]
1. Name

： Narita Fashion Logistics Center II

2. Location

： 1-6 Misawa, Tomisato, Chiba

3. Building

： Steel construction; 4 stories high above the ground

structure
4. Site area

： 21,000m2 (6,400 tubo)

5. Gross floor ： 40,900 m2 (12,400 tubo)
area
6. Equipment

including warehouse area of 39,300 m2 (11,900 tubo)
： 4 freight elevator (3.5t); 1 dock leveler

[Overview of the company]
1. Name of the ： TOKYO NOHIN DAIKO Co., Ltd.
company
2. Representative

： President & CEO

3. HQ

： 8-10, Shiomi 2-chome, Koto-ku, Tokyo

4. Capital

： 98 million yen

5. Main

： Delivery service to department stores; contract comprehensive

businesses

Hiroyuki Ito

logistics services for apparel products
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